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AN EXPERIENTIAL APPROACH TO INSTRUCTION
I INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION

David Uarren and Peter Adier.

Increased interaction between neonle'of-diffprent ethnit

and cultural backgrounds demands new approaches to instruction

in Intercultural.communication. Although cognitl%e development

continues to be the primary thrust of most instruction, non-
.

formal methods oare,:.becoming increasingly useful as,,a. means of

stimulating interest and changing attitudes. Many of these

approaches. can be adapted and modified from the field of cross-
.

.cultural training, that is, processes in use by international

and educational organizations committed. to cross - cultural

exchange.

Success in cross-cultbral encounters has been attributed

to language learning (Smalleyl); cultural xenophilia (Perlmutter2;

Pool3), situational factors (Smith et: al.4; Suedfeld5, Gulaahorn

and Gallahorn6),:and intercultural communication skills (Hall7;

Hall and=Whyte8; Brien and,David9.) Tho4h few studies have

focused on the specific impact of cross-cultural training, most

individuals who enter into second culture experiences undergo

some form of training. Traditionally, the individual going abroad

in-conjunction with an organization is given some form of,

orientation prior to his or her departure. Sophisticated advances

have been made in recent years in the area of training. Many of

2
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these can he.useful to the instructor of intercultural communi-

cation.

Cross-cultural training can e defined as programs, projects,

and activities designed to helv members of one culture interact

and communicate effectively in another culture. Cross- ciy,tural

training seeks, through different methedological approaches, to

increase the unaerstandihg, effectiveness, and skill of the'-,
if

student.. This often necessitates both cognitive and affective

growt_h where the training is, related to "real life" situations.

In general, most training' programs initiated by international

organizations incorporate the following goals and objectives:

1. To provide the individual with information on other
cultures.

2. To provide specific occupational skills where the-
individual is to-work within another-culture.

3. To prepare the person to accept and be tolerant of
vvalues-, attitudes,-and beliefs that are different
from his or-her own. .

'4. To provide the individual with specific language
skills.

5. To provide the person with appropriate behavioral
responses in situations where the characteristics
of the other culture prevail. '

6. To prepare the person to dilderttand, anticipate, and
.cope with the frugtrations of culture shock.:,

7. To provide the person withunderstandings of his or
her own culture and the problems Caused by cultural
bias.

8. To help the individual develop an orientation towards
the cross-cultural experience which-will make the
experience itself - enjoyable, interesting, and broadening.

Cross-cultural training includes different methodologies

and for-mats Which can be utilized by the experienced trainer

3
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in a_ variety of ways. Each program will employ different

teckftiquet asigned to. promote interaction and communication _

-
between people of'different backgrounds. The length and

content of training will differ according to the needs of the

group. Individuals going abroad for educational exchange or
.

volunteer work will require a different kind of training than -

thote who are interested in sub-cultural interactions in

-.
American society. Th'e nature of the intended experience

generally dictates the kind of overall-preparation that is;,

needed and the techniques to be employed. AsTin teaching,
. -%, .

.

all forms of cross- cultural training are dependent on the
w.

sensitivity and skill of the trainer. The trainer, in turn.

has a range of possibilities from which to.draw together a
0

progiam. Four of these models bear mentioning.. Of the. four,

the authors lay stress` on the experiential apploach, tlielmost

useful'and eclectic for instructors of intercultural Communication.

Four Mbdels of Cross-Cultural Training l
4

.
s

,

2. THE PRACTICAL-FUNCTIONAL APPROACH

This model of cross- cultural training attempts to preld'are-:-

the individual for specific, pradtical tasks which are to

be performed,in-the second culture: Generally, such

- -

training is geared to role development in which certain

occupational objectiVes are-to be accomplished, i.e.,

community development, health and nutrition, family

_planning, etc. In-training, considerable_ emphasis is

placed on understanding the social, political and

economic collations of the cultures involved. The pA4mary

4
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thrust _is to nuild competency .e7nd exnektise in specific

- r
skill areas and the.training, in turn, is usually

supervised by experts who test and

_Training of Epace, Corps-Volunteers

representative of this approach'.

2. THE COGNITIVE-DIDACTIC APPROACH

evaluate the trainees,

and AID officials is

The cognitive-didactic approach representi the post

traditional apokoach to Bross-cultural training. Ins

generals this n'odelis based on lnfdrmation-traission

- in -whichltrainees are given lectures and readings abeut

the new culture which they are expected to retain!

utilize, and'expand. during the initial phases of the

sojourn. Training staff and experts ip particular

knowledge areas usually establish the overall goals

-and decide what information is to be,-imparted. Although

a traditional and somewhat simple approach, sophisticated

_techniques have been developed by trainers and teachers

using thi's model. 'Cultural Assimilators," a sophisticated

critical incident approach (Fiedler, Mitchell and

Triandisn),"andfother innovative methods of imparting

information hive beenucceSsiiilly used by agencies and

institutions engaged in overseas work.

3. THE AFFECTIVE-PERSONAL APPROACH

The affective-personal approach is based on selft-
+4.

awarenesS, the primary -assumption4being that a,good

Uriderstanding of one's personal_ attitudes, values,

beliefs, and world view will effectively set the stage-

5
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for successful encounters in the .second culture.

Sensitivity to behaviors and emotional expressions.-

in the second cultuie are emnhasizee"and specific
. .

techniques are often drawn from materials in Sensitivity
1:

Tiaining, Encounter Groups, and T-Group theory. The

affective-personal appr.,ach, though useful, has

limitations in that the model grows out of cultural

identityneeds that-may, be unique :to-Americans.

Encounter groups and sensitivity training do'not

4 easily translate into.the context of most other
rs .

,

cultures without modifications%that remove the Western
..

bias of of emphasizing the expression of-strOng emotions.--

4. THE EXPERIE NTIAL APPROACH _/ :

This style of training, the most recent to emerge, is

*eessentially. eclectic in that it draws on specific methods

and kechniquesfrom the other models. It differs from

the others in that the primary emphasis is on the indi-

vidual taking responsibility for his or her legning.
a

Experiential preparation attempts to create the conditions

in which a person can "learn how to learn" and how-to-

continue learning beyond the setting of the training
4 4

program. The expe riential approac h-utilizes, for the

most part, semi-structured open-minded exercises in-,

which there are not nedessarily correct or incorrect

answers to any one problem. Emphasis is plaged on the

individual experimenting with various approdches to' any

one problem encountered in'the cross-cultural situation.

Pp_
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The experAntial approach, like the difective,Leuonal

model, place high v3.1ue on traineesreachinginsights

about themselves. Unlike that approach, hcwever,

. experient4I-tralpers nake-nO great-distition between,.
/ I ;

affective and cognil-iye development, vielIng both as
.

instrumental to learning. The exercises which follow.

serve ag excellent- examples of the_exper:lential
_ .--

approach.

- c

Simulation Gamed and Exercises in Intercultural Communication.

Simulation games and exercises are "tools" to be utilized

in helpingstudehts explore, expand, anti deepen thdir under-

standing of intercultural communication. As Shaltonla pointg

out,. there is a significant difference between authentic learning

A _

/first

simply going through the motions of an exercise. In the

first instance, for example, etu-. denls ,actually experience the .-

,. .
.

full range of feelings and thoughts that woklA norm/ally be .
. .

present when entering -a new and different culture or discover

the difficulty of listening carefully to views they do not_share:

In the second instance, ktudents merely carry out An "exercise"

with efficiericy and godd feelings. The instructor has much to

do` with creating and maintaining-an atmosphere conducive to

meaningful growth. and learning.

The-way games and exercises are Structured is an important
A>

consideration if maximum growth,and learning is to-be achieved
.

iin the classfoom. The experiential approach is inductive, i.e.,
4

stddenti first "experience" the exercise or simulation game'dild"

only afterwards are the objectives and concepts to be learned
- , t

4 7
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.elicited from the students. This approach permits students to
1

experience the exercise'cognit,ively and-emotionally without

prior knowledge of what they are."supposed" to be leariling..

We haye found that- this apProach.often results in studentstaking
-

considerably greater initiative and responsibility In the

. accomplishment--6f intended objectives.

0 -
-The following games and exercises have been selected on

-r
the basis-of the writers' experience with them. Theytll'meet

two criteria: (.1) they are functibnale i.e., they effectively

facilitate the intended educational objectivand (2) most

students are-highly motivated-by thefil.

BaFa

-dt

BaFa: A Cross-Cultural Simulation - ti

Objective.: To simulate the basic experience of entering
a new culture.

IL

General
Procedure:

r

1. Students are divided auto two groups Or
-"Cultures." Once all of the inembers

-
under-

.

--stand and feel'comfortable with their new
culture, observers are exchanged. Alfter

a fixedtime/ the observers return to their,
respedtive groups,and report on whaf"they
saw. Based on the information provided by
the observer, each group tries to devIop
hypotheses abut the most effective spray to

interact with'the other-culture. ,Afteritards,
each person takes a turn at trying to inter-
act with the other culture, while their -own
culture pfoceeds as normal.

..2. The simulation works. best if there are two
rooms--one for each culture.

3. The minimum Aqmber of students_at which the
simulation can be successfully played is
twelve (12) six (16) in each grotfp. The
maximum wprkable nuMber is about fOrty (40) .

.

. There shoufa be two directors'- -,one for each

culture.

-8 r
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.
5. The materials nedded to play BaFa BaFa can

be constricted at home in one evening.

. One shou ld allow a minimum of three (3)
hours for the simulation.

05Notesi BaFa- BaFa was originally prepared by a-group
ofiEbnsultants to the .U.S. N'avy in order to

4 .;.give American military personnel abroad a
!S.eper'isensitivity to other cultures.. Since

4 -,that'time,'the,eimulatilowhas-been used
Isuccessfully with Amexicans, Asians, Pacific
_Islanders, Europeans, and Latrh_Ame'ricans and
with pimple of different 'ages, ocapations,
and edudational levels.

Although structured and detailed, the simulat ion
can,be modified and tailored to the needs of -

.particular groups., It is a useful tot)]. !or
those who have had'a great deal of cross- cultural
experience as well as for those whoshal'e never
lived outside of their own culture: It is
expecially relevant to those who are .interested
in cross-cultural communication.

4

4

It is highly recommended that cane experience
this simulation before attempting to lead

,

A director'S.manual and a kit which setvidis
18 - 36 students'is available from: Simile Ii,
P. O. Box 1023, La Jolla, Ca. 92037.

The Label' Exercise
e

-Objective:* To show how we often attach' labels to people
behave toward them accordingly, and thereby,
limit our perceptions. and restrict communication.

,

Procedure: Choose A. varietra la bels to categorfe people.
Some samples could be:
Tell me I'm right
Ignore me
Tr'eat me as a. sex object - or Tell me sexy
Treat me as a helpless person with nothing
worthwhile to say-

.

Interrupt me
Flattek me
Criticize me
Tell me I'm wrong

Type or print the lat;e1g on self- adhesive stickers
(e.g.,, Avery index stickers) with enough stickers
for all participants. .

-

9
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Divide participants into groups of six (6).
Tell-groups they are to engagein a discussion
fol ten (11) minute on a social~- topic, e.g.,
"Sbcial Life in ,Hawaii," at-the:send elf which
time there will be a large group discussion
on the topic .

'All the group that during the discussion, -P each member will .have a piece of inseruc4pn
.

on his/her forehe'ad for other members to -
follow. -(Each member in the small groat) gets
a different label.) No one should ask anyor)s
else what his/her label says or peek throUgh
mirrors to find out. Simply move into the
discussion topic and' act accordingly.

At the end,ct ten (10) minutes, ha/e each
member''corOpy to the group how he/she felt
the others were adtingtoward them. After
impressions are checked out and confirmed,
.then the person may peel off the-label.and
see-what it says.

,

When each member has had a chance to see
his/her label, return to a large
discussion.__See how_other_groups experienced-
the' exercise. .How thiS'ekergise apply
to situations one experiences in real life?

identify words used, nonverbal b-ehavior,
emotional reactions,

ConcePtg:' Stereotyping, prejudice, communication barriers.

Cooperative Squares Exercise

Purpose: To explore'cOnditions necessaryor desirable--.

"for-coogeration. .To experience reactiOns to
"competitive" and "cooperative" conditicins..

Procedure: Have particii5ants diVide into'groups-of five.
Anyone not in ,°a group becomes an obs'er'ver. .,< :-

Take observers aside and instruct them to .,
-look for: , -

a -. Breaking of rules. -qlo14? Under-what conditions?
b. Different forms of communication, including

/ nonverbal communication.,
4 c/ Reactions that show embarrassment, frustration,

anger, stress, etc..
. Reactions to frustration. .

.I , = .
,

e
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. ,-.., ?...
.N -- --Observexs.are not to talk or -signl- to

' participants during the.exercise.

b

Pass out, to each group an envelope eontainirig
a set of Cooperative Squares. Answer questioilso

s' - about the 'instructions but do not: let the,
discuss.the prob'It-IE; or posstlie Strategies.

Instructions: .

a. No.mernber may speak.
b.( No member may ask an-kther member for a card

or iri any way signal 'flow, a. card is to be
-placed. ..

c. No member may- give a cad to another member
Meinbers ma'y,- however; 'take cards from other

inembers,. .

4

. Wiren_groupS are ready give the signal to begin.
Resitt_tlie temptation' to help the groups, as
some degree -of stress and frustration 2A an 47

. important part of tile:-/learnizig experienCe.
.

;- . . ;
4 . ...- ',

When groups are done, have members discuss the
e5cperienoe, w'ith feedback from observers .=
a.' What /tiles-Were difficu) t to fdllow? Why';
b., Whal. kinds of behavior interfered with

-1/completing the task?-
c. How did ,y0ti feel when you "needed ,a piece

and could:-"not get or keep it
d. How did, you feel "whelt,;sompone held .a piece

.and-did not see the solution?. s

e. How did you, personally,' react to frustration?
, - By giving tip? .s" Cheating? ."Lettrng George do

it?" . :
c.f. What 'kihd Of a. cliniate helped? Hindered?

g. What., would be some- conditions necessary Or
deStiable or cooperation?-

ite=Conyene as a large group and have eachofq 4
,the small groups share their discussion -with
the restf:%, .This'can lead into discussions .oh
concepts of coopdration/competition and their
varying.degrecs in different cuIture.

Personal Inventory Exercise "`w.
-

Objective: To have each individual realize the extent to
which he carries his own' culture tpon his >

person. Also to btlild community.

Statement: We all tend to .carry our culture ,arid values
wth.. us , They ,are reflected in the 'clothes
we wear, the way we-fix our hair, and the

4
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dThtance at'which *we feel comfortable talking
to someone else. -It is perhaps most manifest
in what we carry in our pockets and purses.

Procedure: In this-exerdise, you af,k individuals to form
groups (Up to 10) and ask each small'

group, to form a circle. You then' ask each
.individual to empty the contents of his pocket

'or her pursd in front of him/het. (If an
individual refuses, -don't force him as you
may be liable for an invasion of privacy'
suit-!) Once each individual has his7her
items spread out; you can proceedin one of
two /Ways:
a. The most commOnly, used method is to'ask

each individUal to explain why he carries
\each item with him.. (-Particularly interest-,

ing are the contents of wallets, including
credit cards; amount of money., carried,
arid'pictutes.).

b. "A sebonds-*approa h is to issue each individual
a number of' sheets of blank paper egual'tor
the number of people in the group minus one.
With6ut talking-to one, another, ask each --

individual to write a brief statement About
each member in thee group, based solelr,on.
the perSOnal-nventory spread before- that '

member. When completed the .Statements,are
given to, the appropriateiperson. One' {then

proceeds mound :the group -explaining one's -
own inventory. -A-

Variation: ' If on, a weekend outing, have, individuals spread
out the Jntents, of their over - nights. btogs: Lobk..
for categpries of items related toentertainment.
Are they Solely for the-individual or for group
interaction? (E.g.,, a book'ivs. a guitar.

Non-evaluative Listening .Exercisei2

-Objective;,, To devei!op skill in initially withholding
evaluationyin order to more clearly understand
what an5I,th'r person is saying.

.

Procedure: 1. -Divide students into groups of.4 - 6 d'thht
there -is a hetefogeneous mix of sex, "race; .
and ethnic backgrounds.

. ,

2-. Select- One of the folIoWing topics which the .

, group members are divided on both pro and,-

.z . con, 'bf seleCt(your own controversial, topic.

O Zdo
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Suggested Topics:
a. The need for a One World Government
b.
c.
d.
e.

The right of a woman to have an abortion
The legalization of marijuana
The legalization of prostitution
The need for Women's Liberation
The wisdom of pre-marital sex

lb

3. Rules for group disCussion:
a. Each person in the group should voice

her/his opinion on the tooit at least
once.

b. Before any member of the group may
,speak, she/he must state to the previous
speaker's satisfaction what the other
person has just been saying before any
reply is allowed.

c. All the group members are to act as
monitors and may intervene if they feel
the rules have been violated.

Variation:- Invite people from different cultures or ethnic
backgrounds to participate in this exercise.

Conclusion

Simulation games and experiential exercises have three

significant advantages for academic instruction. First, they

provide a unique way of motivating students and-creating a

sense of curiosity. When gaming methods are carefully selected

and appropriately adapted to the-classroom-situation, they oft

create positive attitudes

StudentS who "experience"

activglyiievolved in their

occurs, the instructor can

= I

tawaras th-e§libect matter being'tatIght.

the material being tauet tend to become

oigmlearnin§ processes. When this

de-emphasize the use of external

-

rewards sual, as grades, since natural interest in the subject

matter generates its'bwn pedagogical momentum. The gaming device,

a-

however; mast be appropriate to the gsObject. A boring ame!or

exercise is jUst

.1dcture.

as educationally poor as a boring test or

13:



A second advaptage of the experiential approach is that

it allows the student, to freely experiment with the typical
oN.

problems encountered in the cross-cultural situation. Students

who can begin to take Personal risks ,in simulation games will

have-a far easier time negotiating the culture shock process

implicit in the cross - cultural experience. The game is a

"safe" place for such personal experInentation spice any degree

of failure will ziOt-result-in,being fired from -a jcb, a. loss

of friends, or even a law, course grade. The classroom becomes

a unique laboratory for acauiri;Ig valuable experience, knowledge,

and skill that can later be applied in real -life situations.

. Finally, the experiential approach attempts to instill in

students the-Idea that intercultural communication is a

uniquely creative process, one in which there is no single

"right answer" to any given situation. The experience, knowledge

and'skill gained in the classroom contributes to a sound foundation

from which students can more confidently app=ach communication

with people from different cultural andeihiiiii&Tbackgrounds.

When students begin to assume the responsibility for their

own education, either in the classroom or in the cross-cultural

situation, the objectives of the experiential approach have

been achieved,.
.

14
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